
PRODUCT SHEET: VALAMIS LXP

The Complete Learning
Ecosystem
Business is changing faster than ever before, and the need for skill development is crucial 

for businesses to keep up with the pace of change. There is less time to learn, so learning 

needs to be productive, but also engaging. By combining the leading learning technology 

with user-centric design, data science, and integration capabilities, Valamis LXP is a 

complete learning ecosystem.

Valamis – Learning Experience Platform



KEY FEATURES OF VALAMIS LXP

Stay competitive

Analyze skill levels, proactively upskill your 
workforce, and align your L&D initiatives 
with your business goals. Ensure learning 
is happening just-in-time and at the point 
of need.

Provide quality content

Utilize the built-in Lesson Studio to create 
your own lessons, and integrate external 
course marketplaces such as LinkedIn 
Learning, OpenSesame, edX, Harvard 
Business Publishing, and more. Combine 
different types of learning contents from 
both internal and external sources into 
learning paths. 

Engage learners

Boost engagement with modern, intuitive 
design, and flexible learning paths. Add 
AI-based content curation, social learning 
features and certificates to contextualize 
and personalize learning content. Provide 
consistent online and offline learning 
experiences for mobile devices.

Learning that is truly part of your 
ecosystem

Learning should be a part of your 
employees’ everyday work, not a separate 
solution. Connect Valamis with your 
software systems. 

What Can Valamis LXP Do for Your Organization?



www.valamis.com

Content Authoring

Make your own content in Valamis’ content authoring tool called, 

Lesson Studio by utilizing text, images, videos, and quizzes. Learners 

can create learning materials and share with their peers. You can also 

import ready-made materials into Valamis. 

Seamless integration

Integrate Valamis with your existing learning ecosystem to work in 

conjunction with your: HRIS, LMS, content libraries, and internal 

content databases. You can also integrate Valamis with Slack, ERPs, 

CRMs, YouTube, or almost any other internal or external system. 

Learning Analytics

Measure, analyze, predict and improve the effectiveness of your 

learning and development programs. Valamis LXP applies AI-

powered technologies to connect learning activities and employee 

performance. It utilizes xAPI and has a built-in Learning Record Store 

(LRS).

Intelligent Knowledge Discovery

Using advanced methods like machine learning and natural language 

processing (NLP), Intelligent Knowledge Discover (IKD) enables you 

to analyze videos to find the exact moment in the video where the 

most relevant information to your query exists.

Great UX - everywhere

An engaging digital learning platform with a clean user interface 

across all digital channels. Valamis coalesces the most important 

components of learning experience into an intuitive user interface. 

Log in using a web browser and start learning, or go to the native 

mobile app to learn on-the-go and download learning materials 

offline.

Channels

Finding personalized learning content is as easy as searching for a 

movie to watch on your favorite streaming service. Valamis LXP can 

recommend learning content that is relevant to your role, and help 

prevent skill gaps. 

Flexible learning paths

Valamis LXP enables comprehensive learning paths that can contain 

lessons, assignments, webinars, classroom training, and even 

external courses from course marketplaces.

AI assistant & recommendations

Our AI-powered digital learning assistant can help you find relevant 

learning content. Curate content with Valamis’ state of the art 

AI, which makes content relevant to each individual based on a 

variety of factors including their interests, role, experience, learning 

behaviors, and business initiatives.



OUR MISSION

The Future of Work

How We Work

Valamis is a digital learning company specialized in workforce development. We believe that 
learning combined with innovative technology is the key to helping organizations prepare for the 

future of work.

Our solution is Valamis - Learning Experience Platform, an easy-to-use and flexible tool with 
advanced content curation and integration technologies under the hood. Enable learning whenever 

and wherever your employees need it and track the impact learning has on your business.

Valamis’ roots are in Finland, the education capital of the world. We combine educational and 
technological expertise to deliver our customers the best learning experiences in the world. 

We are committed to delivering you a future-proof solution. Our agile roadmap is based on these 3 
strategies: our development work is user-centric, our management tools need to support achieving 

results, and our technology is featuring the latest in the enterprise learning landscape.

We deliver a solution that can be fully designed and customized to engage your people–it has your 
name, your logo and follows your brand guidelines. We have over 200 experts in learning, data 
science, design, corporate performance, and technology. Our cross-functional team is ready to 

work with you to make sure we succeed together.

Don’t hesitate to contact us for more information about 

Valamis - Learning Experience Platform

www.valamis.com

Tom Ridley
UK Head of Sales

tom.ridley@valamis.com
+44 (0) 7525 049778


